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Abstract
We give a bijective proof that the number of even and odd derangements in Sn di)ers by
n− 1. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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At the 17th British Combinatorial Conference, 1Omer Ece3glio3glu posed the problem
of 4nding a bijective proof of the following result (see [1, Section 2]).
Theorem 1. Let d+n and d
−
n be, respectively, the numbers of even and odd derange-
ments (#xed-point-free permutations) in the symmetric group Sn. Then
d+n − d−n = (−1)n−1(n− 1):
Proof: We give a bijective proof. Let Dn be the set of derangements in Sn. Then Dn
is the disjoint union of n − 1 sets Dn;j(16j6n) where Dn;j = { ∈ Dn : (n) = j}.
The sets Dn;j are conjugate under the powers of the permutation 	= (1 2 · · · n− 1).
We consider the set Dn;n−1 in detail. We shall de4ne a sign-reversing involution
f on the set Dn;n−1\{(1 2 · · · n − 2 n n − 1)}. Conjugating by the powers of 	 then
gives sign-reversing involutions on each of the Dn;j with an element of sign (−1)n−1
removed. The theorem then follows.
For  ∈ Dn;n−1 let a be the least number a with (a)¡a. Then a ¡n − 1 with
the sole exception of  = (1 2 · · · n − 2 n n − 1). For all  ∈ Dn;n−1 apart from this
one permutation, de4ne f() = (a n) ◦ . Clearly, sgn(f()) =−sgn().
It only remains to show that  = f() satis4es ∈Dn;n−1 and a = a, for then
f() = .
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First of all (n)=n−1 which is not in {a; n}, and so (n)=n−1. Suppose (j)=j
for some j. Then (j) = (j), so that (j)=a or n and (j)=j=n or a respectively.
But (a)¡a, so j= a and (j) = n is impossible. Also (n) = n− 1¿a, so that
j = n and (j) = a is impossible. Hence  lies in Dn;n−1.
If j¡a, then (j)¿j and (j) equals one of (j), a and n, all of which
exceed j. But (a)¡a¡n and so (a) = (a)¡a. Hence a = a.
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